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CANON EOS M6 MARK II REVIEW
OUR VERDICT ON CANON’S REVAMPED M-SERIES FLAGSHIP

23-29 JULY ISSUE 409

INSPIRAT ION  IDEAS  IN-DEPTH REVIEWS

T H E  W O R L D ’ S  B E S T-S EL L I N G  D IG I TA L  P H O T O  M A G A Z I N E

LEARN WHEN AND HOW TO BREAK WITH 
CONVENTION FOR INNOVATIVE RESULTS

RE-THINK 
THE RULES



JOIN THE CLUB...
Welcome to the world’s  
No.1 weekly digital 
photography magazine. 
If you’re already a 

reader, thanks for your continued 
support and involvement; if you’re 
new to Photography Week, you’ve 
come to the right place! In addition 
to expert advice, brilliant tips and 
step-by-step tutorials, every issue 
features interactive galleries of the 
best new photos, how-to videos on 

essential shooting and editing 
techniques, and in-depth reviews 
of the latest camera kit. 

But that’s not the whole story. 
Photography Week is more than 
a magazine – it’s a community 
of like-minded people who are 
passionate about photography. 
To get involved, just follow any 
of the links below and share your 
shots and comments – your photo 
might even appear on our cover!

W E L C O M E

We’re more than just a magazine – read on and discover the many  
ways you can interact with and enjoy Photography Week

JOIN THE PHOTOGRAPHY WEEK 
COMMUNIT Y AND START SHARING! 

FACEBOOK
http://bit.ly/39py9lg

TWITTER 
http://bit.ly/2vGadLP

FLICKR 
http://bit.ly/2VIgsJO



C O N T E N T S 
FIND OUT WHAT’S INSIDE THIS ISSUE

F E AT U R E

RE-THINK THE RULES 
 

Innovate with camera settings 
and techniques for unique results 

P H O T O S

 
Our pick of the best reader 

I N S P I R AT I O N

IN THE UNIVERSE  
Shortlist unveiled for Astronomy 
Photographer of the Year 2020

C R A S H  C O U R S E

 
Capture amazing images with 

P H O T O S H O P

 
Use localised edits to guide 
viewers through a scene

C R A S H  C O U R S E

I N S P I R AT I O NP H O T O S

P H O T O S H O P

F E AT U R E

G E A R   

   
The lastest EOS M 
flagship is a camera 
that’s full of surprises 
– find out more in our 
in-depth review

 

JUST  
39¢/39p 

 



WE’RE GOING VIRTUAL...
20 & 21 SEPTEMBER 2020 ONLINE EVENT

To register FREE, visit photographyshow.com

We’re hosting a two-day virtual experience which will bring  
everyone passionate about photography and video together.

• Check out the latest kit from, and chat to, your favourite 
brands - and some you may not yet know of

• 
fantastic prices

• Discover new skills and be inspired by our  
programme of tutorials, interviews and discussions

...All from the comfort of your own home

BE PART OF SOMETHING DIFFERENT!



BREAK THE RULES
Rethink your camera’s usual settings, discover different creative techniques, 

and capture your own unique images that retain a professional quality

hotography is a relatively simple 
concept – all the photographer 
needs to understand is how to 

control brightness through a combination 
of camera settings. Learning how to 
frame the world in a way that’s exciting 
or thoughtful, and which offers a glimpse 
into your creative vision? That’s more 
difficult. The process of honing your own 
style takes practice and experience, until 
you start to instinctively know which 
approaches will suit a given situation. 

There’s a formulaic approach that 
many of us adopt when learning the 

key photographic skills (think the rule of 
thirds or the exposure triangle); but while 
these rules are useful guidelines to get 

the basics, it’s easy to become reluctant 
to try new ideas and think outside the 
box. The rules of photography rarely 
encourage imaginative thinking, instead 
leading many new image makers to 
follow an inflexible procedure for the 
creation of every image they shoot; 

see the rules as a means of applying a 
core recipe to any situation. 

The standardised rules give you a 
fantastic starting point from which to 
experiment and be creative, and here we 
want to encourage you to take a stepping 
stone beyond them, into your own artistic 
– and arguably free – way of thinking.

In this feature we’ll explore each area 
of camera control, from lenses to long 
exposures, and question how appropriate 
the preconceived ideas are to image 
making. Reimagining everything you 
already know about photography can 
be the source of great inspiration, and 
incredible images. 
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CONSIDER SHUTTER SPEED
Analyse the effects of choosing fast or slow exposures

hutter speed is often the 
first camera setting we learn 
to control on our journey to 

becoming expert photographers. This 

exposure duration is highly visible, and 
with only a minor change the entire 

The scale of shutter speed is also 
easy to understand, measured in 
fractions of seconds or full seconds. 
Before long, we learn that in order to 
maintain sharpness in our images, we 
must choose a shutter speed that’s 
suitable for the lens in use – if we 

focal length, the chances of producing 

When using a 50mm lens on an 

taking into account the magnification 
effect of the sensor size – a 1.5x or 1.6x 
crop factor – we should select a shutter 
speed of around 1/80 sec of faster 
to give ourselves the best chance of 
capturing sharp detail. When shooting 

longer focal length, 300mm for example, 
1/1000 sec is a reliable setting for 
countering both shifts in camera position 

and motion of the subject. These 
become ingrained standards that serve 
us well in the majority of circumstances.

However, there are times when 
achieving the required shutter speed 
is impractical due to ambient lighting 
conditions, or when capturing a 
perfectly sharp frame is not the 
most exciting approach. One of the 
best methods of devising new ways 
of shooting a subject is to try using 
settings that seem like the inverse to 
the standard model. So, when selecting 
your shutter speed, ask yourself what 
both fast and slow speeds will do to 
the styling of the shot, and what these 
could bring to the frame in terms of 
impact and interest. 

Just to confuse things, in some 
cases common creative settings can 
also be ineffective – perhaps the style 
they produce has become somewhat 
clichéd, or the strongest effect blurs 
other interesting details within the shot. 

much detail, for example, while a 1/5 sec 
exposure might show greater motion and 
produce a more energetic composition 
overall. If in doubt, experiment with a 
range of shutter speeds.
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1STOP DOWN 
We need to make sure our shutter 

speed is long enough to blur image 
detail in a way that looks intentional, 
and not a result of poor camera work. 

of f/11 to start with, closing the aperture 
further if required. 

2USE LOWEST ISO 
Set the ISO sensitivity to the lowest 

duration. Grain can also be more 
apparent if the scene detail is softened 

appearance of the frame with static 
noise patterning.  

3 SHUTTER RELEASE METHODS 
While blurring is appealing, it can 

long exposures using both instant 

exposure by two seconds can prevent 
vertical motion introduced by pressing 
the shutter button.

4CHANGE MODES 
If your exposure is almost perfect 

but needs precise adjustment, switch 
to Shutter Priority (Tv or S) to easily alter 
shutter speed in 1/3 stop increments.

GO HANDHELD
Leave your tripod packed away 
at longer exposures to create 
energetic images



CONSIDER SHUTTER SPEED CONTINUED
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ABSTRACT SLOWNESS 
Selecting a moderate long exposure 

detail. This allows for more sophisticated 

water moving over a colourful object
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AVOID DOUBLING
 Try not to double back 
on a movement, as this 
can create jagged 

FOCUS ON COLOUR

camera movement are 
brightly coloured subjects 
that will blend into areas of 
less intense hues.

CLEAN MOVEMENT
When moving during 
the exposure ensure 

sweeping action.

IDEAL EXPOSURE
Select shutter speeds that allow 
enough time for experimentation 
with movement duration, for 

USE ICM 
Take handheld exposures a step further by adding  
intentional camera movement: blur with a sense of direction



WORK WITH APERTURE
Rethink your f-stops, and use depth of field 

erhaps more than any other 
camera parameter, aperture 
choice is tightly associated 

with genre, with photographers rarely 
thinking to use alternative settings. 
Shallow depth of field created 
through the use of a wide aperture, 

bokeh, is intrinsically linked to portrait 
photography. Likewise, deep depth of 
field is almost exclusively associated 
with landscape imagery, with the use 
of smaller aperture settings frequently 
recommended when you’re shooting 
scenic photographs. 

It’is understandable that such 
settings are regularly used for their 
respective genres, as the effects 
they inject are attractive, practical, 
and widely applicable to various 

shooting conditions within that area 
of photography. An aperture of f/1.4 
will focus attention on the eyes of a 
portrait, while f/16 will render sharp 
detail from the foreground to the 
distant background of a landscape. 
However, as with other topics 
discussed here, rethinking your 
approach to depth of field, and the 
effect this can have on where in the 
frame your audience will focus their 
attention, can reveal new opportunities. 

 A disadvantage of blurring the 
background of an image is that almost 
all situational context is removed. 
While bokeh provides an attractive 
contrast to a sharp subject, location 
detail is reduced to spots of light and 
undefined shapes of colour, and this 
can produce a frame with limited 

narrative. By extending depth of 

we can reveal more about the subject’s 
surroundings, although this may 
require control of ambient light through 
the use of flash to produce a balanced 
exposure. Some care is also needed 
with the type of background detail in 
the image, to avoid underexposure or 
unsightly distractions. 

apertures for landscape photography 
can reveal intriguing perspectives on 

field to just a few metres can suggest 
depth, while allowing us to focus on 
less obvious aspects of the scene, 
and blurred foreground elements 
can introduce colourful washes and 
engaging natural frames. 
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OVERPOWER NATURAL LIGHT

required depth. This will likely 

to lift shadows on the subject.

CRITICAL COMPOSITION
Frame the shot to show 
environmental context without 
revealing distracting levels of 

NARRATIVE DETAIL
Only choose to extend 

complements the subject 

DEEP PORTRAITS 
Use the less conventional technique 
of employing deep DOF for contextual 
portrait shots

SENSE OF DEPTH
Position the subject to 
exaggerate the varying 
distances from the 
camera of objects 
throughout the frame.



WORK WITH APERTURE CONTINUED
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THE IDEAL LENS

While a zoom lens provides the greatest number 
of composition options, for the purposes of focus 
experimentation a fast prime is a strong choice. A 
35mm f/1.4 optic enables you to capture landscape 

of larger subjects, and environmental portraits. If you 

a field of view similar to the human eye, so will also 
be a good choice for tighter compositions.

Select an optic that offers versatility
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CREATIVE FOCUSING
Sharpness is often regarded 

colourful subjects or strong light 
sources, successful abstract 
images can be produced; this 
technique works well with 
repeated patterns

WIDE-APERTURE LANDSCAPES
Lower the camera height to 

exaggerate the distance between 
foreground and background 

larger than f/4



EXPERIMENT WITH EXPOSURE
Use sensitivity and selective exposure measurement to 

hile both shutter speed and 

they’re often considered solely 
for their most obvious stylistic effects 
– blurring or freezing of motion and 
clarity of background detail. Sometimes, 
however, the effect of the settings used 
on the brightness of an image and the 
rendition of tones at the extremes of 
the dynamic range is overlooked. The 
choice of shutter speed impacts more 
than just how much sharp detail is 
captured in the frame; it’s fundamental 
to altering the quality of light, contrast 
and colour. 

a scene can change, creating a wider 
dynamic range, as shadows may receive 
a little additional illumination for a 
portion of the total exposure. This often 
introduces a painterly style, with colours 
that are sometimes richer and with a 
softer tonal gradation of highlights to 

exposure can exhibit deep contrast, 
especially in harsher lighting. This 

produces scenes with bright highlights 
and deep, dark shadow areas, stretching 
the visible tonal gamut to the edges of 
the dynamic range. This type of scene 
requires careful monitoring as there is 
little room for exposure error – detail 
easily becomes lost in the brightest 
zones. However, when rendered 
correctly, this can produce a captivating 

representations of shape and form.  
In addition to experimentation with 

shutter speed and aperture, there are 
other, more advanced settings that can 
provide a multitude of creative options. 
Firstly, ISO sensitivity – one of the most 
basic exposure parameters – can be 
used for creative effect. Usually we 
attempt to limit the ISO to the lowest 
possible value to reduce the impact of 
noise. If we ignore this rule, however, 
in the correct circumstances the grain 
that high ISOs produce can add mood 
and character to an image, especially 

techniques such as this to work, the 

setting and subject matter need to be 
an appropriate match, to ensure that 
the effect blends in seamlessly; this 
way, the style looks intentional, and the 
grain doesn’t stand out as a distracting, 
extraneous feature. 

Your chosen method of exposure 
measurement can also open up 
creative possibilities. Take control of 
how your camera selects an exposure 
by ensuring that you have a good 
understanding of how the technology 
interprets brightness information. This 
will enable you to tailor the exposure of 
each shot to a planned contrast style, 

to the left or right of the histogram. 
More than most aspects of 

photography, brightness and grain 

preconceived ideas about what is 
acceptable and what constitutes a 
failed image. By embracing some of the 
characteristics that are often regarded 
negatively, we can shoot images that 
are unexpected and engaging.   

W
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BURNED HIGHLIGHTS
In digital photography protection 
of highlight detail is often of 
paramount concern, but the 
selective clipping of upper 
highlights can produce the 

modern lifestyle photography 
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EXPERIMENT WITH EXPOSURE CONTINUED
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FOCUSED ATTENTION
By removing background 
detail, we are able to 

attention to the subject. 

SUGGESTED DETAIL
Remaining shadow detail 
must provide interest, 
otherwise a pure black 

better choice.

STEEP GRADIENT 

brightness means 

short distance from 
each other may be 

DEFINED ZONES
When intentionally clipping 
highlights or shadows, ensure 
clear delineation from midtones 

USE DEEP SHADOWS
Introduce an exposure bias for the 
highlight areas for a dramatic effect

THE EXPOSURE PARADOX Understand the concept of ‘correct’ exposure to make informed creative decisions

The terms ‘proper’ or ‘correct’ are highly 
ambiguous for a creative medium such as 
photography. From a technical standpoint, 
a correct exposure would be one that clips 
no channels and retains detail at both 

ends of the dynamic range. However, the 
resulting frame that you capture from 

and depth, in which case an intentionally 
underexposed or overexposed frame 

may seem contradictory to the basic 
photographic principles, but learning to 
identify when this artistic intervention will 
yield superior images is a core skill to learn.   

CENTRED EXPOSURE
While this choice of exposure keeps the tones away from the edges of 
the histogram, the key aspects of the scene – the dark atmosphere, for 

IMBALANCED DRAMA
While technically an incorrect exposure, this underexposed frame more 
accurately reproduces the colours and tones experienced on location. 
Where accurate settings yield lack of contrast or saturation, consider 
bending the rules of the histogram.  



USE AN ULTRA-HIGH ISO
Employ extended sensitivities to add grainy texture

SET BASELINE ISO 
Experiment to find the ISO setting 
above which the level of grain rises 
significantly. For many cameras this 

ADJUST EV STEPS 
Enter your camera’s custom function 
menu and change the ISO step level to 
1/3 stop. This will allow precise changes 
at higher settings, where noise can jump 
between values.

CHECK OTHER SETTINGS 
Higher ISOs may result in a smaller 
aperture or higher shutter speed. 

undesired effects for the atmosphere, 
and compromise as required.

REVIEW AT 100% 
To evaluate the impact on finer detail 
when introducing higher grain, shoot 
and use the zoom button on the back 
of the camera. Avoid banding or other 
uniform grain patterns.
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CENTRE-WEIGHTED  
When we decide to break rules, such 
as the rule of thirds, and place subjects 

mode will read the exposure from 
the important frame areas, excluding 
peripheral detail.

SPOT METERING  
To quickly shift the brightness of a scene 

with a bias for the shadows or highlights, 
spot metering will do some of the work 

contrast conditions.

PARTIAL METERING   
If spot metering results in too much 
loss of detail at the tonal extremes, try 
switching to partial metering, which acts 
as an intermediate mode. Where you 
need , 
but want to retain suggested detail, use 
this metering option.

METERING FOR EFFECT
Change metering modes to 
introduce exposure biases
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EUGENIA FATEEVA

I started my career in 2005 
as a retoucher. I began taking 

even tried a commercial 
photography path for a while, but my 
creative side prevailed. I mostly shoot 
art and creative photography now, rarely 
traditional images. I express my artistic 
vision using alternative techniques such 
as long exposure and intentional camera 
movement. I love giving my images a 
deeply emotional, introspective, and 
vague, abstract mood. 

The creative challenges in art 
photography are the blocks and 
conditions that we all have within 
ourselves. I believe that creativity is a 
given, and can only be interrupted by 
false ideas, comparisons to other people, 
overthinking, and seeking the approval of 
others. You need nothing but a right state 
of mind to take a masterpiece. 

As I teach people I’ve seen this happen 
many times – the person lets go of the 
‘good’ and ‘bad’ concepts and the number 
of likes, focusing instead on enjoying the 
process. Instantly their images ooze with 
energy. The technical improvements must 
only come after that, in my opinion.

  @eugeniafremo

FLASH FOR LANDSCAPES
Use flash to great effect in a less familiar environment

UT R EF E A

lash lighting and landscapes 
are rarely associated, but when 
used with care artificial light 

can boost contrast and colour. Start 
by calculating the base exposure in 
Aperture Priority mode, then activate 

power setting. Increase the exposure 
slightly using exposure compensation, 

Manual, to balance natural and artificial 
light. Use the flash’s wide panel, if it has 
one, to spread the light further. 

F

BEFORE

AFTER

PRO FOCUS
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RETHINK YOUR FRAMING
Find innovative new ways of positioning your subjects for added intrigue

here are many rules and 
conventions when it comes 
to photographic composition. 

Many have their roots in fine art, and 
some, such as the rule of thirds, are 
widely taught in mainstream education, 
including books, magazines and basic 
photographic guides. This base set of 
protocols, also incorporating leading 
lines and natural frames, provide a 
means of quickly arranging a busy 
scene and standardising our images. 
They ensure that all of our photographs 
appeal to the fundamental visual 
structure we as humans find attractive, 
yielding greater audience engagement. 

Yet even these strategies can 
become stilted if overused, or 
when employed as a justification 
for an image. Many inexperienced 
photographers use compositional 

devices as a subject in themselves, 
which can result in vast numbers 
of repetitive, uninspiring shots. 

area that’s an ideal focus point for 
experimentation. 

If we’re able to create shots with 
subtle shifts away from convention it’s 
possible to be original. Since it’s such 
a broad topic, with many influencing 
factors, composition can be 
approached from multiple angles. We 
can assess framing from a theoretical 
perspective – how to arrange 
objects in the frame, as suggested 
by convention – or from a technical 
point of view. The latter allows us 
to be innovative with our choice of 
equipment, since lens use has a big 
impact on composition. Two images 
framed from the same position but 

using different focal lengths can have 
vastly different interest distribution, 
with detail stretched or compressed. 

The entire frame is transformed 
depending on the focal length, so it’s 
understandable that guidelines for 
common choices of focal length exist. 
For artistic purposes, by aiming to 
carefully subvert viewer expectations 
we can put together perspectives 

view of the world. 
Since we’re experimenting with 

aspects that can be regarded as 
aberrations or unwanted optical 
effects, it’s important to employ 

and be mindful of how they’ll impact 
the subject – never employ a creative 
effect without a sense of purpose or 
identifiable point of interest.  

T
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WIDE-ANGLE PORTRAITS
Although wide angles are rarely 

advised for portraiture, with care 
they can reveal context. “For this 

close environmental portrait I was 
shooting with ambient light, so I had 

to take care to light the model’s face 
evenly,” says Maxim Guselnikov
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RETHINK YOUR FRAMING CONTINUED
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SMALL SUBJECTS
 Empty space is often avoided 

Guselnikov says of this image: 
“Geometric rhythm, leading lines, 
framing, perspective – everything 
is here. I couldn’t have made such 

an image with anything ‘longer’.”

is that the information 
displayed can be quickly 
changed. Head into your 
camera menu and change 
the composition guide 
overlay to try a new framing 
technique – while the 
standard rule of thirds grid 
can help produce engaging 
compositions, the golden 
spiral or golden triangle may 
encourage you to capture 
more unique arrangements.

If you only have zoom 
lenses at your disposal, 
consider challenging 
yourself to shoot at a single 

change the image, instead 
of focal length. Some lenses 
have a zoom lock, which 
you can use to prevent 
unintentional alterations.

CHANGE LIVE  
VIEW OVERLAYS
Experiment with 
multiple composition 
aids to devise the best 
framing

ONE-LENS POLICY

USE CONVERGING VERTICALS 
By moving close to a tall structure 
and pitching the lens to more 
than 45 degrees, the strong 

the height of the building



10 WAYS TO RETHINK YOUR CAMERA
Explore your camera and lenses to find opportunities for experimentation

UT R EF E A

9 INTEGRAL FLASH

option, so try using the 
directional, contrasty light 

5 LENS CHOICE 
Use a lens associated 

with a particular genre in 
another context: a tilt/
shift for portraits, or a 

landscapes, for example.

3 CAMERA ORIENTATION
Flip the camera to shoot 

portraits in landscape format 
and scenics with a vertical 

6 FOCUS STRATEGY  
While absolute sharpness 

is often paramount, selective 
blurring can produce 
unexpected and beautiful 
results with colourful or 
contrasty subjects.  

10 ASPECT RATIO

your sensor outputs to produce multiple 
composition variations on the same subject.

8 FILE FORMAT
Raw shooting is the 

but also consider 
shooting JPEGs, and use 

features for creative 
experimentation. 

7 DETACH THE LENS
Freelensing can be used 

used sparingly these can 
transform ordinary scenes

1 CAMERA-PHOTOGRAPHER INTERACTION 

balance of control between yourself and the 
camera’s automated systems, to reveal 

2 INVERT SETTINGS
Whatever camera 

parameters you’re 
accustomed to, inverting 
these is a baseline for 
creative shooting, regardless 
of setting or subject.

4 HELP YOUR AF
Study your camera’s autofocus modes, and 

success – inform your camera of your intentions!



https://avxlive.icu/
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AVAILABLE ON YOUR DEVICE NOW!

To find out how you can get Photography Week delivered straight  
to your device every week for just a few pennies, simply search  

for Photography Week on any of the platforms below

SUBSCRIBE TODAY AND ENJOY 
PHOTOGRAPHY WEEK FOR 
JUST 39C/39P AN ISSUE*  

S U B S C R I B E

http://bit.ly/2txbB2Bhttps://apple.co/2RjoI0a http://bit.ly/36kQ7TC

*Available for a limited time only. Standard subscription offer varies across platforms/devices – please refer to specific store for the most up-to-date offer



X P O S U R E
THE WEEK’S MOST INSPIRING READER PHOTOS

EL R YG A L

BETTY
NEIL SHAW

“Betty is my neighbour’s hen, who, although she has the full run of a paddock, chooses 
to jump the fence and spend her day in our garden. She’s always approachable, so it 

http://bit.ly/32aXhJN



THE WEEK’S MOST INSPIRING READER PHOTOS

EL R YG A L

ALMOST LOST
RANI GEORGE

“This is one of my favourite pictures of recent times. 

https://bit.ly/3bWy4pF



THE WEEK’S MOST INSPIRING READER PHOTOS

EL R YG A L

LAURA POSE
LUCA SANTORO

“This is a portrait of model Laura Dotti taken in my studio; 

https://bit.ly/3gDZTXt



CASTLE STAVERDEN
LEO KRAMP

“Castle Staverden was built in 1835, and was the fourth castle built in this spot – the orignal 

https://bit.ly/2LUp6yQ

THE WEEK’S MOST INSPIRING READER PHOTOS

EL R YG A L

PHOTOGRAPHY WEEK WANTS YOUR PHOTOS! 
Taken a portrait you’re particularly proud of? Shot a sensational sunset you’d like to 
show off? Then join the Photography Week Facebook community and share your best 
photos today! You’ll get feedback from fellow readers and the Photography Week 
team, plus the chance to appear in Xposure, or even on our cover!

FACEBOOK
http://bit.ly/39py9lg

FLICKR 
http://bit.ly/2VIgsJO



  

he UK’s Royal Observatory has 
announced a spectacular shortlist 

Astronomy Photographer of the Year unveils shortlist for 2020 contest

at 

THE BEST THING WE’VE SEEN THIS WEEK

I P TI R OI

HEAVENLY: AMAZING IMAGES 
OF THE SUN, MOON & STARS 
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SEE MORE IMAGES
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You don’t need to be a keen 
astrophotographer with 
specialised gear to capture 
stunning images of the moon 

like this one – you will, however, need 
the longest lens you can lay your hands 
on, and you’ll need to do a little planning.

Kit-wise, a superzoom bridge 
camera is one option – these offer 
focal lengths that match and often 
exceed those of the lenses available 

for DSLR and mirrorless cameras, and 
we’re using the Nikon P1000, which 
has a 125x optical zoom that equates 
to mammoth 3000mm focal length in 
35mm. A telephoto lens on a DSLR or 
mirrorless camera will also do the trick, 
and if your lenses aren’t long enough, 
teleconverters are an economical way 

Like all forms of astrophotography, 
the success of an astro shoot hinges 

primarily on planning. Clear nights are a 
must, and you’ll find plenty of resources 
online, such as Clear Outside (www.bit.
ly/ClearOutside), that can tell you when 
conditions will be favourable. 

You’ll also need to consider the moon 
phase, and here you can be creative – 
for example, we chose not to shoot a 
full moon, as we felt that some shadow 
added extra definition, and helped to 
make the moon appear less flat.

CAPTURE A MOON SHOT
Mike Harris shows you how to take one giant leap towards 

taking stunning moon photos in just six small steps 

30
MINS

C R A S H  C O U R S E 
ESSENTIAL PHOTO SKILLS MADE EASY

S K I L   L   S



HOW TO SHOOT THE MOON

S K I L  L   S

SET UP
And camera movement will be amplified at 
higher magnifications, so set up on a sturdy 
tripod. We shot through an open window; 

shooting inside entails more planning to ensure 
the moon is in a suitable position, but it shelters 

your camera and tripod from the wind.

SPOT METERING 
specifically for the area where your focus point 

is set. Since we’re shooting a bright sphere 
against a black background, this allows us to 
expose just for the moon – we don’t have to 
worry about underexposing the background.

CHECK THE CONDITIONS 
For a conventional close-up of the moon, 

you’ll need to shoot on a clear night. The Clear 
Outside app is available on iOS and Android, 
and is an excellent resource – it contains a 
wealth of information, including the moon 
phase, weather forecast, and the moon’s 
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S K I L L  S

EXPOSURE SETTINGS
Lenses tend to produce softer images 

at wide-open apertures, and suffer from 
diffraction at very narrow apertures. Aim to 
shoot at your lens’s sweet spot (roughly f/8 

or f/11). The bright moon will allow you to use 
a low ISO and a relatively fast shutter speed: 

we shot at 1/100 sec, f/8, ISO200.

ZOOM IN
Loosen your tripod head and target the 

while adjusting your framing accordingly to 

digital zoom off – its mighty 125x optical zoom 
was still more than sufficient. 

ELIMINATE VIBRATIONS
Switch off any form of image stabilisation 

remote shutter release, set your camera’s 
self-timer to three seconds – this will prevent 
any movement caused by you pressing the 

shutter button from ruining your shot.

HOW TO SHOOT THE MOON
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P H O T O S H O P 
LEARN ESSENTIAL EDITING SKILLS FAST!

E D I T I N G

nhancing the contrast of an 
image by selectively lightening 
and darkening areas enables 

you to lead a viewer’s eye through the 
scene. In the darkroom, selective 
lightening and darkening of prints was 
carried out by increasing exposure to 

other parts. These days we use the 
terms ‘dodging’ and ‘burning’ to refer 

darkening of our digital images, using 
Photoshop’s dedicated Dodge and Burn 

tools or one of the other methods 
outlined in this video tutorial. In our mono 
seascape, dodging and burning enables 
us to guide the viewer around the image 
by lifting the foreground rocks and the 
distant structures, while darkening the 
edges of the frame and the sky.

E

HOW TO...

MASTER DODGING AND BURNING

BEFORE AFTER

WANT MORE PHOTOSHOP TUTORIALS? CHECK OUT PRACTICAL PHOTOSHOP
For more Photoshop tutorials, tips and advice subscribe to Practical Photoshop, the world’s premier Photoshop 
magazine. Each month you’ll find an array of inspirational tutorials and accompanying video lessons that will 
help you master Adobe’s industry-leading photo-editing software, plus amazing images from the world’s best 
Photoshop creatives, free downloadable content, and a beginner’s guide to the basics.
iOS: https://apple.co/2GcA3Jc Android: http://bit.ly/2NJASNx Zinio: http://bit.ly/37ke9Qf

DOWNLOAD THE 
PROJEC T F ILES 

ht tps : //b i t . ly/3fmyMPr

ON A P C OR M AC

WATCH THE V IDEO 
ht tp : //b i t . ly/2K6Xk zG



Time to upgrade 
or cash in on your kit?

Buy. Sell. Trade. Change gear. www.mpb.com/info/sell

MPB makes sure you get the best price on your kit, and that your kit gets
more life in the hands of another photographer that needs it. Get your 
free instant quote online today.

Your used gear... ...could start their new career.



uch like the EOS M line as a 
whole, the original Canon 

difficult to love. With Canon’s APS-C 
mirrorless camera range having 

‘second camera’ tag; it was good 

line of thinking out the window. With 

all the tech that comes across our 
desks, it takes a lot for a camera to 

sensor gives this camera a higher 

Mark II outmuscle the EOS R in the 

second continuous shooting mode, 

Build and handling

remains a micro marvel. Even more 

However, while there’s a 

M

M I R R O R L E S S  T E S T
EXPERT OPINION ON THE LATEST KIT

The latest EOS M flagship is ideal for photographers and vloggers alike

www.canon.co.uk £869 / $849

CANON EOS M6 MARK II



Resolution (line widths/picture height)
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MIRRORLESS TEST CANON EOS M6 MARK II

Performance

Because of the smaller sensor, noise 

some margin.

SENSOR: 32.5MP APS-C CMOS SENSOR 
IMAGE PROCESSOR: DIGIC 8 AF POINTS: 
DUAL PIXEL CMOS PHASE-DETECT, 143 
/ 99 POINTS (DEPENDING ON LENS) 
ISO RANGE: 100 TO 25,600 (EXP TO 
51,200) MAX IMAGE SIZE: 6,960 X 
4,640 VIEWFINDER: N/A METERING 
MODES: EVALUATIVE, PARTIAL, CENTRE-
WEIGHTED, SPOT VIDEO: 4K UHD UP TO 
30FPS, 1080P FULL HD UP TO 120FPS 
MEMORY CARD: SD/SDHC/SDXC (UHS-II) 
LCD: 3-INCH TILTING TOUCHSCREEN, 1.04M 
DOTS MAX BURST: 14FPS CONTINUOUS, 
30FPS RAW BURST MODE CONNECTIVITY: 
WI-FI, BLUETOOTH, USB-C, MICRO HDMI 
SIZE: 120 X 70 X 49MM WEIGHT: 398G 
(BODY ONLY, WITH BATTERY AND SD CARD)

VERDICT

even came in useful if drivers’ visors 

if using the electronic viewfinder. 

James Artaius
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SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (DECIBELS)

RESOLUTION (LINE WIDTHS/PICTURE HEIGHT)

LAB TESTS

DYNAMIC RANGE (EV)

Both the X-T30 and the Z 50 come out ahead 
here, and by a fairly wide margin at higher 

We tested the EOS M6 Mark II against the Nikon 

it falls away dramatically at higher settings.

The EOS M6 Mk II delivers almost identical levels 
of dynamic range to the X-T30 throughout the 
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make it more vlogging-friendly.
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Visit our website - updated daily

www.parkcameras.com
or call us Monday - Saturday

01444 23 70 63
All prices include VAT. All products are UK stock. 
E&OE. Please mention “Amateur Photographer” when ordering items from this advert.
Prices correct at time of going to press; Prices subject to change; check website for latest prices.

INTRODUCING THE NEW
SONY VLOG CAMERA ZV-1

Designed for 

VLOGGING

Watch our hands-on, first look video 
at youtu.be/kH4tk_dxKVI

Get leading-edge movie AF for vlogging! Developed for Sony’s range of 
interchangeable-lens camera Alpha series, Real-time Eye AF locks on and tracks 

subjects with high accuracy and speed. It uses AI-based subject recognition 
technology to detect eye information in real-time, allowing people’s eyes to be 

recognised and tracked, even when shooting 4K movies.

NOW IN STOCK!
See website

Real-time
Eye-AF 

for stable eye 
tracking

Fast AF 
transition 

from face to the 
background

Clear Voice
Recording 

even in windy
conditions

1.0” Sensor
with f/1.8 lens

Enhanced image 
stabilisation, 
optimised for 

walking

3.0” Touch, 
var-angle LCD 

screen

Wind noise reduction plus 
supplied wind screen and 

external mic jack

4K, 30p movieReal-time 
Eye-AF 

for people & 
animals

Bokeh Switch

Vertical video 
shooting

Our Price

£699.00



DIGITAL CAMERA WORLD
A monthly magazine that aims  
to improve your photography with  
an inspirational mix of amazing 
images and how-to articles.

N-PHOTO
N-Photo is a monthly magazine for 
Nikon photographers, and is packed 
with technique and Photoshop video 
lessons every month. 

PRACTICAL PHOTOSHOP
Improve your Photoshop skills 
with the monthly guide to creating 
stunning images.  Each issue comes 
with expert video lessons.  

PHOTOPLUS
PhotoPlus is a monthly magazine 
for Canon photographers that 
features expert advice, tips and video 
tutorials on all things Canon.

MORE GREAT MAGAZINES FROM  
THE MAKERS OF PHOTOGRAPHY WEEK

SA P P

http://bit.ly/30FoOlQ

http://bit.ly/2NJASNx

https://apple.co/2vaIdzw

https://apple.co/2tGYBam

http://bit.ly/3atHLfO

http://bit.ly/2RER7g6

https://apple.co/2TNE26T

https://apple.co/2RBrZqG


